BacPac Printer XL

Rucksack for notebooks, printers or cameras and other mobile devices.

With the robust BacPac Printer XL rucksack you can now
transport your mobile office with even more comfort.
Simply pack up your 17.3" notebook and HP or Canon
printer and off you go. Thanks to the good padding of the
notebook and printer pocket (printer pocket dimensions:
400 x 370 x 55 mm) the mobile devices are optimally
protected. Also, both pockets are lockable. Thanks to the
included flexible partitions the printer pocket can also be
used for the transportation of cameras, mobile devices and
further accessories. A rubberised support strap ensures
additional security when transporting your notebook.
Printers are optimally secured with the optionally available
DICOTA ABS printer inlays for the HP DJ 460, HP Officejet
H470, Canon iP90 and iP100 mobile printers (other printers
available upon request).
Notebook and printer wiring runs in the bag interior thanks to openings in the partitions
of the rucksack. Mobile phones, business cards and pens are stored in the front
pocket where they can be easily reached. Documents have plenty of room in a two-part
DIN A4 paper pocket. Thanks to its optimum size and breakdown the BacPac Printer
XL fulfils all the requirements of a notebook case but is also very comfortable to carry
on your back. The padded, adjustable shoulder straps and the breathable back-padding
offer further wear comfort. It is the ideal companion for working on site with
customers! *All the devices pictured (such as notebook, printer etc.) are not included!

Screen size: 14 - 16.4 inches:
Art.No:

N25588N

Weight:

2.5kg /5lbs8.2 ounces

Material

Nylon

Compatible
devices:
≤ 16.54 x 14.76 x 1.97 inches
≤ 420 x 375 x 50 mm
≤ 17.72 x 17.72 x 7.87 inches
≤ 450 x 450 x 200 mm
Padded and lockable notebook and printer pocket
Flexible partitions for the transportation of cameras, mobile devices and
further accessories
Notebook support strap for increased security during transportation
Optionally available: special ABS printer inlay for HP DJ 460, HP
Officejet H470 and Canon iP90 and iP100 with or without support of the
Canon Portable Kit
Total wiring in the bag interior
Workstation with storage space for mobile phones, pens, business cards
etc
Two-part DIN A4 paper pocket
Padded and length-adjustable shoulder strap
Breathable back-padding
Reinforced carry-handle
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